Abstract-MPEG-4 currently being finalized by the Moving Pictures Experts Group of the ISO is a multimedia standard. MPEG-4 aims to support content-based coding of audio, text, image, and video (synthetic and natural) data, multiplexing of coded data, as well as composition and representation of audiovisual scenes. One of the most critical components of an MPEG-4 environment is the system encoder. An MPEG-4 scene may contain several audio and video objects, images, and text, each of which must be encoded individually and then multiplexed to form the system bitstream. Due to its flexible features, object-based nature, and provision for user interaction, MPEG-4 encoder is highly suitable for a software-based implementation. A full-scale software-based MPEG-4 system encoder with real-time encoding speed is a nontrivial task and requires massive computation. We have built such an encoder using a cluster of workstations collectively working as a virtual parallel machine. Parallel processing of MPEG-4 encoder needs to be carried out carefully as objects may appear or disappear dynamically in a scene. In addition, objects may be synchronized with each other. User interactions may also prohibit a straightforward parallelization. We propose a modeling methodology that captures the spatio-temporal relationship between various objects and user interaction. We then propose a number of scheduling algorithms that periodically allocate MPEG-4 objects to multiple workstations ensuring load balancing and synchronization requirements among multiple objects. Each scheduling algorithm has its own performance and complexity characteristics. The experimental results, while showing real-time encoding rates, exhibit tradeoffs between load balancing, scheduling overhead cost, and global performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
A UDIO-VISUAL standards are required to enable the interfacing of various technologies. MPEG-4, currently being developed by the Moving Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) of ISO and to be finalized by early 1999, will become the standard of multimedia [1] . The aim of MPEG-4 is to define a standard syntax and interfacing for technologies in computer, telecommunication, and television/film industries. MPEG-4 will support content-based communication, access, and manipulation of digital audio-visual objects. In addition, Manuscript received September 3, 1998 ; revised February 24, 1999 . This work was supported by the Hong Kong Telecom Institute of Information Technology and the Research Grants Council of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was Prof. Jan-Ming Ho.
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will provide improved compression efficiency and support new functionalities not available in existing standards. It is specially designed to work in a variety of network platforms such as the Internet and wireless networks. Compared to the conventional frame-based compression techniques, the object-based coding and representation of the multimedia information enable MPEG-4 to cover a broad range of emerging applications [2] . One of the most critical components of an MPEG-4 environment is the system encoder, comprising audio, image, text, and video encoders as well as encoders for scene description. Objects must be individually encoded and then multiplexed to form the system bitstream. Due to its flexible features, objectbased nature, and provision for user interaction, MPEG-4 system encoder is highly suitable for a software-based implementation. However, a full-scale software-based MPEG-4 system encoder with real-time encoding speed is a nontrivial task and requires massive computation. One problem is that in an MPEG-4 scene, objects may appear or disappear randomly and may be synchronized with each other. Furthermore, user may interact with the scene, making it difficult to have a static parallelization.
In this paper, we propose a scheme for a full-scale MPEG-4 system encoder using a cluster of workstations collectively working as a virtual parallel machine. First, we propose a modeling methodology that captures the spatio-temporal relationship between various objects and user interaction. We then propose a number of scheduling algorithms that allocate MPEG-4 objects to multiple workstations ensuring load balancing and synchronization requirements among multiple objects. Through proper scheduling of the workstation cluster, the encoder is able to encode multiple objects in parallel to achieve real-time speed. The performance of the encoder scales according to the number of workstations used. The experiment results indicate that a real-time encoding rate can be achieved for the sequences with multiple media objects.
The rest of this paper is arranged in the following manner. Section II gives a brief overview of the MPEG-4 standard. Section III describes the proposed parallelism of the MPEG-4 encoder in detail, including the modeling methodology and dynamic scheduling algorithms for the video encoder exploited. Section IV provides the experimental results, and the last section presents some concluding remarks and future research directions. proposed and adopted by industry for representing and coding of digital audio-visual data. These standards reduce the size of audio-visual data through compression and facilitate creation, transmission, and presentation of multimedia information by providing compatibility among various technologies [3] . Table I presents the major features and applications specified in the various standards. H.261, developed by ITU, is targeted for audiovisual service at kbps ( ) bit rate, which covers the entire ISDN channel capacity [4] . The successor to H.261 is H.263, which is supposed to compress the moving picture component of audiovisual services and applications at a very low bitrate [5] but provides a better picture quality compared with H.261. MPEG-1, the first standard developed by the MPEG of ISO/IEC, specifies the coding of audio-visual data at a bitrate of about 1.5 Mbps [6] . The second standard (MPEG-2) is a generic coding standard for low to high-resolution moving pictures and associated audio data with the bitrate ranging from 2 to 30 Mbps [7] .
II. MPEG-4 STANDARD OVERVIEW
The new generation of multimedia applications requires new functionalities that are not be supported by the previous standards. A new standard (MPEG-4) is going to support universal coding of all types of audiovisual objects and enable advanced functionalities, such as content-based interactivity, high compression, and random access. Hence, a broader range of present and future multimedia applications can be covered by MPEG-4.
The range of applications using MPEG-4 is simply enormous [8] . The applications can be real-time or nonrealtime, interactive or noninteractive. Typical examples include videotelephony, video conference, cooperative work, remote classroom, remote monitoring, news gathering, tele-shopping, CAD tools, tourism, encyclopedias, multimedia messaging, entertainment, animation, scientific visualization, games, etc. Multimedia authoring and video editing capabilities are particularly attractive features of MPEG-4 as they will facilitate the development of multimedia processing and editing tools-as opposed to existing word-processors and typesetters-in the next century. In addition, previous standards such as H.263 and MPEG-2 are in a sense embedded in MPEG-4, ensuring that existing applications such as digital TV and videophone are also supported by MPEG-4.
MPEG-4 treats a scene to be coded as multiple individual media objects, such as audio, video, graphics, and animation, with a different spatio-temporal characteristic. Each media object may be manipulated dynamically due to user interaction, which results in time varying computation cost. In addition, each tool and algorithm adopted to encode a certain type of media object may have different computational complexity and data dependence. Orchestrating numerous tasks of the encoder and scheduling multiple processors pose a number of research challenges to achieve globally optimal performance using parallel processing.
A part of MPEG-4 standard is the object-based hybrid natural and synthetic video, which uses technologies enabling the functionalities such as content-based interactivity, efficient compression, error resilience, and object scalability [9] . A video object is defined as the entities in the bitstream that a user can access and manipulate. Usually, the shape of the video object is arbitrary and may vary with time. Fig. 1 illustrates an MPEG-4 video coding and composition scenario. The video objects, such as Man, Car, and the background Map, are separated from the input video signal by the segmentation information. Each video object is encoded separately by a video object (VO) encoder. After transmitting through the network, the bitstreams are decoded separately and the video objects are composed for presentation by the compositor. According to user interactions, the compositor can reconstruct the original scene [scene (a)] or manipulate the objects and create a different scene [scene (b)]. Furthermore, by downloading the new video object from a local or remote database library, the compositor can replace and/or insert new object during the The major components of the MPEG-4 video object encoder are shape coder, motion estimation and composition, and texture coder. Most of these procedures are similar to H.263 and MPEG-1/2 but are modified to handle arbitrary object shapes. The shape coder is used to compress the segmentation information that indicates the object region and contour within the scene. Motion estimation and compensation (ME/MC) are used to reduce temporal redundancies, and the techniques such as unrestricted ME/MC, advanced prediction mode, and bidirectional ME/MC are supported to obtain a significant quality improvement. The texture coder that deals with the intra and residual data after motion compensation includes algorithms that are also similar or identical to the ones used in H.263, including DCT or shape adaptive DCT (SA-DCT), MPEG or H.263 quantization, intra DC and AC prediction, and VLC. Most algorithms and tools are only performed on the pixels inside the object, and such data-dependent operations may result in the variable computation cost of the video object. Further details on the MPEG-4 video standard can be found in [10] .
III. IMPLEMENTING THE MPEG-4 SYSTEM ENCODER
A media object defined in MPEG-4 can be classified as either live data or preorchestrated data, depending on its generation time. Live data is generated in real-time and its characteristics can only be obtained along the sequence, while preorchestrated data refers to stored data whose playout script has already been specified beforehand. Generally, MPEG-4 based session is a composite of preorchestrated and live media data. Fig. 2 is a playout example of an MPEG-4 multimedia session in time chart. The presentation scenario begins with concurrent playout of VO and VO , followed by a new video object VO at the time . Here, VO and AO can be treated as the background audio-visual object throughout the whole session. The two-dimensional (2-D) graphic object is involved from time to . Face and body animation (FBA) is a synthetic object controlled by a set of model parameters. Binary format for scene (BIFS) provides a complete framework for describing scene composition. The distinct characteristic of each object, especially for video objects, such as the shape size, playout duration, and spatial allocation, can be different from each other. Furthermore, the temporal relationship among the objects may be designed synthetically. For example, we can specify that VO and VO are synchronized during the presentation from to , and VO and AO are synchronized from to ; the playout frame rate of VO and VO is 30 frames/s, and the frame rate of VO and VO is 10 frames/s. According to the states of the media objects, the entire session can be partitioned into a number of presentation intervals, as illustrated in Fig. 2 .
The maintenance of temporal relationships among multiple data is the most crucial requirement in a distributed multimedia system [11] . In general, a distributed MPEG-4 system consists of an encoder server including various media encoders, a network, and multiple presentation clients. To enable a proper playout at the client site, the entire system must be able to operate in a synchronized fashion. In real-time applications, the video encoder is the most time consuming component. It is impossible to achieve such real-time performance with a single PC or workstation, and thus, parallel processing is required to speedup the computation of video encoder. However, to ensure efficiency, we have to determine the processing schedule of the video object tasks and manage the system resources according to the playout requirements of the tasks. Fig. 3 illustrates the implementation scenario of the proposed MPEG-4 system encoder. The model generator cre- ates the model by analyzing the user interactions and the properties of input media objects such as audio, video, background image, and scene description. Based on the information generated by the model, the scheduler allocates the objects to workstations. In general, video is most computationally intensive and requires more machines. Moreover, different video objects may require different computational power. In our encoder, we run the audio, text, and BIFS encoders in one machine. The elementary bitstreams of individual coded objects are multiplexed and transmitted. The user interactions with the objects may require rescheduling of the encoding tasks.
A. Modeling MPEG-4 Based Interactive Video
Various modeling techniques for multimedia presentation have been proposed such as graphic models [12] , petri netbased models [13] , object-oriented models [14] , languagebased models [15] , and temporal abstraction models [16] . Here, we employ such a model known as the object composition petri net (OCPN) to represent the occurrence of multiple video objects due to its ability to explicitly capture all necessary temporal relations [17] . In general, an OCPN refers to a petri net graph, and each place represents the playout of an object, while each transition represents a synchronization point. However, in order to model the flow of MPEG-4-based media objects, more definitions are essential to allow the dynamic behaviors such as user interactions and object attributes variation. Therefore, we present an augmented model called MPEG-4 OCPN (MOCPN), which can describe the temporal properties of the video objects,and user interactive operations.
The MOCPN is 7-tuple , , where 1)
is a finite set of places.
is a finite set of transitions. and .
3)
is a mapping representing arcs between places and transitions. 4) represents the tokens distributed in the place where is the integer.
5)
represents the augmented duration of the place where is a non-negative real number. 6) different transition types. transition represents the intraobject synchronization and represents the interobject synchronization. 7) represents different place types, is the request of the clients, is the model construction operation, and defines the scheduling operation in the encoder. The above , , and definitions are the same as that of the OCPN. The number of tokens to be deposited at a given place is indicated by . The firing condition are determined by the tokens at the input place.
Generally, an MPEG-4 based video session is very complex and enforces different characteristic at different syntax levels, such as video session (VS), VO, and VO plane (VOP), as specified by the standard. It is important that such hierarchical levels of synchronization be captured by the model to enable the handling of large and complex MPEG-4 scenarios. For MOCPN, such hierarchical modeling capabilities can be achieved through subnet replacement. At the highest level of abstraction, MOCPN can be represented by a set of abstract place, and each abstract place can be decomposed into an MOCPN subnet. The abstract places in the sub-MOCPN indicate finer-grained data units and timing constraints. Similarly, the sub-MOCPN places can, in turn, be an abstraction of the lower MOCPN subnet. Such a replacement process can be recursively applied up to the lowest level where each place cannot be decomposed any more. In our approach, we define three levels of MOCPN. represents a set of video objects; 3) represents a set of video object planes. VS MOCPN is the highest level with an abstract place that indicates the entire video session. VO MOCPN is the middle level with a set of places that represent the video objects, and the transition known as InterS describes the temporal precedence and synchronization between the video objects. The lowest level VOP MOCPN is composed of atomic places , which represent each frame of the video object. The intraobject synchronization and interobject synchronization can be captured by the VOP MOCPN. Fig. 4(a) shows a decomposition process of MOCPN, and Fig. 4(b) shows the global VOP MOCPN representation of the video session example in Fig. 2 . The time instance , and are set to be 0, 3, and 6 s, respectively. For most preorchestrated video sequences, as the timing constraints are known a priori, it is possible to determine the structure of a MOCPN beforehand. For live video data, however, since related knowledge for constructing the MOCPN cannot be verified a priori, the model has to be generated during the video playout session. In addition, the preorchestrated or live video data can be ceased and new video data can be added at any time by the user interactions. Furthermore, the temporal relationships between the video objects may also be manipulated by the user. Due to unpredictable user interactions, the MOCPN model should be able to support both deterministic as well as imprecise events on the fly. at time , VO and VO are halted, and a new VO is succeeded and synchronized with VO . Thus, the model should be changed by , which is in charge of updating the attributes of the video objects and remodeling the MOCPN accordingly. The same approach is taken at time , and the video session is stopped by the request . With such dynamic construction process, external interrupts can be quickly responded to.
The attributes of each video object and video object plane are illustrated as follows:
th VO, where ; th frame of video object , where ; start time of the video object ; synchronization interval of the video object ; size of ; playout deadline of ; Since MOCPN can represent synchronization of multiple objects, the playout deadline for each VOP can be deduced through analyzing its precedence relations and playout duration (1)
B. Dynamic Scheduling of Multiple Objects
Using the information generated by the model, the video objects need to be scheduled to multiple workstations for concurrent encoding. The objective of scheduling in a parallel environment is to minimize the overall execution time of a concurrent program by properly allocating its tasks (in this case, video objects) to the processors [18] . A scheduling algorithm can be classified as static or dynamic. Due to the unpredictable behavior of each video object, the scheduling scheme in an MPEG-4 system should adapt to the playout requirements captured by the MOCPN model and simultaneously allocate the resources in an optimal way. For the encoder MOCPN, which indicates the processing operations, the augmented non-negative time is designed to stand for the processing time cost, and the distribution of tokens marked by for a place is specified to represent the workstations assignment by the scheduling algorithm. Suppose the following.
is the total execution time cost for entire video session.
is the execution time cost for . is the processing time for each .
is the scheduling time for task assignment. Generally, is composed of the encoding time and the interprocessors communication time
. For parallel processing, a data partitioning method is applied such that each workstation may handle certain data blocks, which introduces an additional partitioning time . In a parallel environment, the elapsed time of a parallel program is measured by the longest finish time of a processor. If is the number of processors allocated to the , is the encoding time of the th processor for encoding , and we suppose both and are the same for all the processors. Then, the execution time is given by (2) where Obviously, is directly proportional to the encoding data size. If the data partitioning method can guarantee load balancing between the processors, each processor may be assigned nearly the same amount of data, which means the entire frame size , is partitioned into blocks equally. Therefore (3) where is the ratio coefficient.
For each video object, the execution time cost can be calculated as (4) where is the total number of frames for . The completion time of the entire session depends on the scheduling decision for encoding multiple video objects.
When the video sequence contains a single video object or multiple independent video objects, only the intraobject synchronization should be enforced at the encoder. To preserve the intraobject synchronization, the following equation should be satisfied at the encoder: (5) which means the successive encoded bitstream should be supplied to the presentation clients before the playout deadline.
If the video sequence contains various interdependent objects, both intra and interobject synchronization should be guaranteed at the encoder. To meet the interobject synchronization between the video objects such as and , let us assume both objects start at the same and have the same playout duration , namely, and ; the following equation should be satisfied: (6) where is the maximum allowable differential delay in presentation of two video objects with the same temporal reference specified by the standard. Equation (6) dictates that both VOP's should complete the processing at nearly the same time before their playout deadline.
Various scheduling algorithms are reported in literature [19] . In the context of MPEG-4, the states of the video object may change at any time. Therefore, a dynamic scheduling scheme with low scheduling cost is required. The tradeoff between the overall performance and scheduling cost should be considered. Multiple objects scheduling problems are known to be NP-hard problems, and therefore, heuristic methods are widely selected as the feasible solutions. The earliest deadline first (EDF) algorithm is widely used in the parallel and distributed environment computing [20] . The principle of EDF is to assign the tasks with earlier deadlines higher priorities. The execution order is determined by the priority of each task. It is a greedy approach since the tasks associated with earlier deadlines must be selected first.
We propose three scheduling algorithms that have different scheduling costs and performance levels. The first is a low-cost approach called the round-robin scheduling (RRS) algorithm, which schedules the video objects to workstations in a sequential EDF order and in a round-robin fashion. It adapts to the size variation of the video objects, which results in a minimum scheduling overhead cost. Hence, RRS algorithm is suitable for the applications with heavy client interactions due to its quick responding and scheduling time. The second algorithm, called group scheduling (GS) algorithm, divides the workstations into a number of groups such that each group performs the encoding on a single video object concurrently using an EDF order. With enough workstations, the GS algorithm can achieve a higher speedup and ensure the load balance within each group. In order to deal with VO's whose sizes change greatly with varying computation power requirements, the third scheduling algorithm, which is called GOV-adjusting scheduling (GAS), is proposed that, under a certain condition, merges tasks to achieve load balancing among the groups. Moreover, rescheduling is performed periodically on the basis of group of VOP (GOV) for further adjusting the processing configuration and related parameters.
An additional notation used in the algorithms is presented as follows:
scheduling sequence of the video session; th workstation of the system, where , and is the total number of workstations; scheduler on ; scheduling intervals triggered by the user interactions; , , which is a mapping from the set of tokens to a set of groups containing work- stations each. Basically, such mapping describes the workstations distribution by the scheduling algorithm; partitioned data area of the VOP to . 1) The RRS Algorithm: The RRS algorithm using the EDF rule sorts all VOP's in a nondecreasing order of their playout deadlines . If two VOP's have the same playout deadline, the smallest processing time (SPT) is applied, that is, a VOP with a smaller size precedes the one with a larger size. A data partitioning method [21] partitions each VOP into a number of pieces equal to the number of workstations. The RRS algorithm allocates the pieces to the workstations in a round-robin fashion.
The RRS Algorithm: 1) Initialize the scheduling interval , where . 2) Sort all in using EDF rule with SPT rule for the tie breaking.
3) Initialize and , where . 4) Point to the first VOP of . 5) Schedule to the pointing VOP: . 6) Partition the VOP and map the data area to , where .
7)
Advance the pointer to the next VOP along the if no interaction received. Otherwise, trigger the scheduler to update the state of the video objects and begin the next scheduling interval , where , go to step 2. 8) Repeat the last three steps until the end of the sequence . Fig. 6 is the MOCPN of the scheduling ordered by the EDF rule with two scheduling place . The user replaces the objects at and requests to stop the entire session at , and the entire sequence can be treated as two scheduling intervals and . The RRS algorithm enforces the workstations to encode each VOP concurrently. By storing all reference data in the local memory, each workstation is able to process the partitioned locally, and no data exchange is required ( ). The scheduling time for sorting the VOP's can also be neglected ( ) because the calculation and comparison of (1) is very fast. Moreover, such RRS algorithm can adapt to the variations in automatically. Since each workstation processes the different partition region of video objects concurrently, if the becomes larger, the data area will also be enlarged, and vice versa. Each workstation may In order to minimize the interprocessors communication, the reference data of the video object is stored in the local memory for motion estimation. Because the RRS algorithm can respond to the user interactions and perform the rescheduling very quickly, it is suitable for the applications supporting interactivity from multiple clients in real time.
2) The GS Algorithm: According to the video encoder structure specified in MPEG-4, each video object is encoded independently. Therefore, we can divide the available number of workstations into groups ( ), each containing workstations, that is .
The number of workstation groups is equal to the number of existing video objects, and each group handles one video object. The number of workstations in a group is proportional to the shape size and playout duration. That is, a larger object is assigned more workstations. In addition, an object with a shorter playout durations is assigned more workstations. After the scheduling, each video object can be encoded concurrently by a group of workstations with further data partition approach. In order to minimize the scheduling overhead cost, the GS algorithm determines the workstation assignment only at the beginning of the each scheduling interval . GS Algorithm: 1) Initialize the scheduling interval , where . and begin the next scheduling interval , where , and go to step 2. 9) Repeat the last three steps until the end of the sequence . Fig. 7 shows the MOCPN of scheduled ordered by the EDF rule with two scheduling intervals and bounded by the user interaction. The workstation group assigned to a video object is represented by as attached on the net. The communication cost due to data exchange within each group can be avoided ( ) by storing the reference data in local memory for motion estimation. Generally, the performance of GS algorithm is better than RRS algorithm. However, since each video object has to be assigned to at least one workstation, load imbalance may occur when the sizes of video objects are different or the number of workstations is limited. For example, if the size ratio between two video objects such as and is 1 : 10 and just two workstations are available, the workstation assignment ratio will be 1 : 1, and consequently, the workload of workstation , which is scheduled to encode , will be larger than that of scheduled to encode . Such a load imbalance may lead to performance degradation.
3) The GAS Algorithm: In order to overcome the load unbalancing problem in the GS algorithm, we can observe the object variation and adjust the workstation configuration of each group dynamically. However, this may introduce a high interprocessor communication cost due to the collection of the load information. Furthermore, because each workstation stores the previously reconstructed data for motion estimation in its local memory, when the workstation is scheduled to encode a new video object, it has to restore the related reference data from other workstations. Therefore, the data structure of each processor (a workstation in our case) and group configuration should be modified according to the changes in the data partitioning. Such an overhead and communication latency may outweigh the benefit gained from the load balancing. For a tradeoff, the GAS scheduling algorithm periodically detects the workload information of the workstations and performs rescheduling. In order to minimize the interprocessor communication cost, the period is based on GOV. GOV is an optional syntax level specified by the standard for random access and error recovery purpose. The GOV header is followed by the I-VOP performing intracoding which is independent of the previous VOP's. Therefore, the change in workstation assignment will not introduce an additional interprocessor communication.
Another problem with the GS algorithm is that the distribution of the workstations may not be proportional to the size of the video objects. This situation occurs when the percentage of the workstations assigned to the object is larger than the object size ratio as given by (8) and is the size of I-VOP of the video object during the scheduling interval . For example, suppose we have four video objects whose sizes are 14, 4, 1, and 1 unit, respectively ( and ). For this case, Table II illustrates the workstations assignment generated by the GS algorithm. As can be observed, the load imbalance is significant when the number of workstations is below 12.
By comparing the size ratio of the smallest object (e.g., VO ) and the minimum percentage of the workstation that can be assigned to that object, we can estimate the load imbalance caused by using GS algorithm (9) where is a weak coefficient; a larger value means more tolerance to load imbalance. Generally, we set equal to 2 in our experiments. To overcome load imbalance, one feasible solution is to merge the smallest objects together recursively until (9) no longer holds. There can be various merging approaches [22] . In our approach, task merging is done by finding a pair of video objects that have the minimum computation cost and then merging these objects. The merging method is recursively applied until the imbalance condition (9) no longer holds. Table III illustrates such operations using the previous example when the number of workstations is 4. According to the GS decision, each video object is assigned one workstation, and the imbalance is observed by examining (9) . Then, VO and VO are merged together, and the workstations are reassigned. Equation (9) still holds. Therefore, we merge VO with the VO and VO and redistribute the workstations again. Now, the load imbalance can be ignored as (9) no longer holds. When next GOV begins, such rescheduling is performed again since the states of the multiple objects may be changed by the user interactions.
GAS Algorithm: 1) Initialize the scheduling interval length as the length of GOV, defined as . 2) Sort VOP's of each existing video object in using the EDF rule. 3) Measure the shape size of the first I-VOP along the as . 4) Adjust the ratio coefficient as follows: 
6) Calculate (9) to detect the load imbalance and perform merging operations accordingly. 7) Point to the first of . 8) Schedule to the pointing with and . 9) Partition the VOP and map the data area to , where . 10) Advance the pointer to the next along the . 11) Repeat the last three steps until the end of the GOV. 12) Detect the interaction queue and update the object status. 13) Go to step 2, and start the next GOV scheduling until the end of the video session.
Step 4 is used to predict the processing time needed for the object according to the processing time statistics of the previous GOV. Such a prediction adjustment makes the distribution of the workstations more precise since video objects may have different processing time requirements along the time due to its size or movement change and the algorithm used.
Because MPEG-4 only specifies a standard coded video syntax and decoding procedure and most choices in the encoding methods are left open, the GOV length can be changed by the encoder as will for the purpose of random access. It is desirable to select the identical length for all video objects when using GAS scheduling scheme. If a different object has a different access requirement and, hence, a different GOV length, the schedule adjustment can only be performed at the least common multiple length of all the objects. Fig. 8 is an example of GAS scheduling MOCPN model where GAS algorithm performs at the beginning of each GOV. It also shows a scenario when and are merged together some time during the session.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have implemented the encoder using the proposed scheduling schemes on a number of test sequences. Our video encoder uses the MPEG-4 video verification model (VM8.0). The segmentation information of the object is assumed to be available already. Our computing platform is a cluster of 20 Sparc Ultra 1 workstations connected by a ForeSystems ATM switch (ASX-1000) providing fast communication among the workstations. The cluster is configured as a virtual 2-D processor grid, with each workstation having its own -coordinates. For interprocessor communication and synchronization, we use message passing interface (MPI) [23] , ensuring the portability of the encoder across various platforms. Furthermore, we have used various additional software optimization, such as a fast motion estimation algorithm [24] , visual instruction set (VIS) and compiler optimization, for performance improvement in the encoding speed.
First, we designed a test sequence with two foreground video objects retrieved from the standard test sequences "Akiyo" and "Weather." "Akiyo" is a head-shoulder object with small movements, while the object size of "Weather" changes rapidly during the last 100 frames. Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the size variations of the two objects with QCIF or CIF format, respectively, during the entire session. Fig. 10 shows the encoding frame rates (one VOP equal to one frame) achieved by the encoder using the three scheduling algorithms with various numbers of workstations. The encoder can achieve frame rate higher than the real-time performance (30 frames/s) using the QCIF sequence. For the two CIF objects sequence, a frame rate close to 14 frames/s is obtained by using 20 workstations. Generally, the performance of GS is better than RRS when sufficient workstations are available. The performance of GAS is the best among the three scheduling algorithms due to its periodical adjustments, even though more scheduling overhead is incurred. Fig. 11 presents the local memory requirement of the workstation for storing the reference data to perform the motion estimation. RRS requires more memory than GS and GAS since it has to store the reference data for all video objects, while GS and GAS only store the reference of a single video object. The memory requirement is reduced as the number of workstations increases since the larger the number of the workstations, the smaller the partitioned data area assigned to each workstation. Fig. 12 illustrates the average input rate per workstation during the encoding. Because the input video data must be available before the related encoding begins, higher encoding frame rate requires higher input data rate. With RRS algorithm, each workstation has to read all the available VOP's. On the other hand, with GS or GAS algorithm, each workstation just reads the VOP's of a single object. Therefore, the input rate of RRS is higher than other two algorithms.
We also designed a sequence with two video objects whose shape sizes change greatly and symmetrically, as shown in Fig. 13 . Such a sequence can provide a better comparison among the algorithms. For this sequence, the performance of each scheduling scheme is illustrated in Fig. 14 . The results indicate that under different conditions, GS or RRS may outperform each other. On the other hand, GAS can achieve the best performance since it combines the advantages of both GS and RRS algorithms. Fig. 15 provides the relations between the length of the GOV and the encoding performance. As the length of GOV becomes shorter, the periodical adjustment may adapt to the dynamic behavior of the video object more precisely, and thereby, an efficient load scheduling and improved coding speedup can be achieved, but the encoding performance may also be reduced due to the high frequent scheduling overhead when the period is too short.
We also tested the GAS algorithm on several composed sequences. All of the video objects, such as "Akiyo," "News1," and "Weather," as labeled in Fig. 19 , are obtained from the MPEG-4 standard test library with QCIF format and represent various characteristics in terms of spatial detail and movement. Fig. 16 shows two samples of the sequence with two video objects each, "News1 News2" and "Akiyo Children." Fig. 17 is the MOCPN model for the sample sequence "Akiyo
Weather" using GAS scheduling scheme, and Fig. 18 presents the variation of the workstations number assigned to each video objects within each GOV whose length is 12 frames. Fig. 19(a) shows the encoding frame rate achieved by the GAS algorithm for these sequences using various number of workstations. The encoder achieves a frame rate higher than the real-time performance (30 frames/s) on most standard test sequences. Fig. 19(b) shows the overall speedup, indicating that the performance of the encoder can scale well with the number of workstations used.
To evaluate the performance of the scheduling algorithm with respect to the user interactions, we simulated the user interactions on the sequence and varied the request interarrival rate. The experiments were performed on the sequence "Weather Akiyo." Fig. 20 depicts the response and schedule time using different algorithms on eight workstations. As indicated by these results, the RRS algorithm outperforms both GS and GAS in terms of response and schedule time, implying that it is suitable for the environment with high frequent client interactions. The response time of all the algorithms decreases (more so for the GAS algorithm) as the request interarrival time increases. Because the GAS algorithm performs the rescheduling periodically, with more frequent interactions, new requests suffer from the queuing delay and the response time becomes larger.
Next, we present the performance of the full system encoder for various media objects each using different object encoders on the workstations cluster. Table IV shows various media objects and the encoder used in the experiment, respectively.
Because the processing time of each media object is significantly different as Fig. 21 shows, we used control parallelism to merge audio, image, FAP, and BIFS objects together running on a single workstation, and perform GAS scheduling scheme on the video processing. As Fig. 22 shows, with 12 workstations, the entire encoder can achieve an encoding rate close to 25 frames/s on the composed sequence with various types of media objects.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented an object-based MPEG-4 system encoder using a cluster of workstations. The encoder allows user interactions. Allocation of video objections to workstations for encoding is done by using a modeling scheme that describes the dynamic behavior of the multiple video objects and user interactions during the entire MPEG-4 video session. We have proposed three scheduling schemes for assigning the encoding tasks to the workstations with proper load balancing. Each algorithm has its own tradeoff between performance and complexity and, therefore, is suitable to different application environments. The encoder can achieve a real-time encoding rate on some composed sequences which demonstrate its potential to be used in a real system. In our future work, we will explore MPEG-4 decoders and interactive rendering methodology for supporting multimedia communication and buffer management between the server and clients to complete our interactive multimedia system. 
